
“It’s not like any other equipment rental company 
out there. It’s 1,000% better.” 
 
EquipmentShare Rental Customer 
Bartley Stevenson of Milam Contracting

R E N T A L S

Unlike other rental companies, our rental and fleet operations 
are powered by T3, a digitally connected platform, to give 
customers a streamlined rental experience that helps them 
build with control. Say goodbye to the days of hoarding a yard 
full of unused equipment, or wondering if the equipment has 
been properly maintained.  

With more than 100 rental locations around the country and 
growing, builders have access to affordable next-generation 
machines — each one with tech hardware that can track and 
store vehicle health and usage data.

Equipment from the brands you know and trust.

Pumps

HVAC & Power 

Industrial Tools 

Aerial 

Earth moving

Material Handling 

OUR RENTALS 
ARRIVE ON TIME 
AND READY TO GO. 

Learn more at about tech-powered 
rentals at equipmentshare.com/rent 

ADVANCED
SOLUTIONS

CORE
SOLUTIONS

Follow us on social media:



Learn more at about tech-powered 
rentals at equipmentshare.com/rent 

“I use EquipmentShare’s technology every day. 
I can make decisions just by looking at the tracking 
technology and utilization: If that machine hasn’t 
been operated in a few days, then we can off-rent that 
one. I can see the idle time or tell if there’s a problem. 
By using the technology, I can pinpoint which machine 
is causing problems and ask questions to the team in 
the field or request some service for that machine. 
That helps us avoid emergencies and prevent 
breakdowns. I can see what the machine is 
working on, where it’s going and which facility 
it’s on from states away.”

Shawn Wildt, Purchasing Agent at Flash Trucking 
and South Texas Frac

Best Rental Experience
-   Rent equipment when you need it. 

Off-rent it when you don’t. 
-   Create geofencing and utilization 

reports to control your jobsite and 
rental spend.

-   Reduce theft and unauthorized 
use with our GPS and access 
keypads which let you know where 
your machines are at all times and 
who’s using them.

-   Know when your rental machine 
leaves our yard and when it’s on  
its way to yours.

-   Our service team and tech can  
use our T3 tech to quickly and  
easily mitigate repairs and  
reduce downtime. 

Tech + Team = Best in the Business
Our dedicated rental and service  
teams use T3 technology to help  
you prevent machine breakdowns,  
off-rent idle equipment and identify 
ways to save money.

We know. It’s not what you expect 
from an equipment rental company. 
It’s better. 

RPM

1020

FUEL LEVEL

90%

HOURS

441

COOLANT TEMP

130°F

OIL TEMP

104°F

BATTERY

12.422V
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